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a b s t r a c t

Parameter selection or attribute selection is one of the crucial tasks in the data analysis process.
Incorrect selection of the important attribute might generate imprecise or event for a wrong decision.
It is an advantage if the decision-maker could select and apply the best model that helps in identifying
the best-optimized attribute set — in the decision analysis process. Recently, many data scientists from
various application areas are attracted to investigate and analyze the advantages and disadvantages of
big data. One of the issues is, analyzing large volumes and variety of data in a big data environment is
very challenging to the data scientists when there is a lack of a suitable model or no appropriate model
to be implemented and used as a guideline. Hence, this paper proposes an alternative parameterization
model that is able to generate the most optimized attribute set without requiring a high cost to
learn, to use, and to maintain. The model is based on two integrated models that are combined with
correlation-based feature selection, best-first search algorithm, soft set, and rough set theories which
were compliments to each other as a parameter selection method. Experimental have shown that the
proposed model has significantly shown as an alternative model in a big data analysis process.

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The data analysis process is the most crucial tasks in any
application field. This process involved several tasks such as data
pre-processing, data extraction, and data selection that will assist
the decision-maker in getting the best solution for the specified
problem. The parameterization process is a process of identifying
the optimal set of a parameter by using any specified tools, math-
ematical formulations, or any modeling techniques [1–3]. This
process involved preparing the data from raw and unstructured
form until cleaned, formatted, and optimized data. An ineffective
parameterization process will affect the decision-making process
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and return either wrong or inefficient solutions. Several factors
might affect the parameterization process to become ineffective.
The size and characteristics of the data are two main factors that
will downgrade the efficiency of the parameterization process.
The large size of data might contain a complex type of data set
which means that the data set has multiple types of criteria and
also has an imbalance, uncertain, and inconsistent data values [4].
Complex data sets are difficult to be analyzed, especially when
using unsuitable methods and instruments. Many application
fields such as healthcare [5], financial [6], transportation [7,8],
and engineering problems [9] had conducted various research
works in solving this issue. For instance, Wang et al. [10] had
investigated on the feature selection methods that able to deal
with bioinformatics data set, Pramanik et al. [11] discussed on
the architecture and technologies of big data in healthcare system
and Shen et al. [12] proposing the hybrid approach to diagnose
the financial performance of life insurance companies. From these
experiments, the researchers found that, the complexities of the
data did influence the decision-making process.

Instead of considering the data, the researchers also need to
select appropriate methods in conducting the decision-making
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process and for example, applying a fuzzy and rough set to han-
dle uncertainties and non-linear problems [13,14], implementing
neural networks to analyze complex data [11] and incorporating
support vector machine (SVM) with other methods in dealing
with high dimension data [15,16]. Different approaches, models,
frameworks, or formulations had been proposed whereby, each
of them is considered different kinds of problems or issues that
need to be solved. Some of the works were highlighting the
performance of the proposed methods or models, new definitions,
new approaches for solving the capability of the hardware and
software used in the decision-making process. All of these pre-
vious works had contributed to the focused area and will never
end because the issue of data always emerge and become more
complex.

Besides, many companies around the world are also actively
searching and proposing solutions to deal with big data problems.
Companies such as Oracle, IBM, and Google have introduced
various kinds of technologies and applications in solving big data
problems. Many products and techniques had been introduced to
store, analyze, and visualize big data. For example, Google has
initiated some of the services such as Google BigQuery, Google
Cloud Datalab, and Google Cloud Dataproc that help customers
in using and analyzing big data. Google had proven that all
the provided services help the decision-makers to improve the
decision-making process (https://cloud.google.com/why-google-
cloud/big-data/). Oracle company also had contributed to a big
data revolution by delivering service that could deal with tra-
ditional and new data sets, especially big data. Oracle provides
a platform that could integrate, manage, and analyze big data
in practical ways (https://www.oracle.com/big-data/index.html).
Moreover, some of the researchers tend to investigate the parallel
processing approach in handling big data [17].

Inspired by these remarkable existing works, this paper pro-
posed an alternative way in selecting the most optimized pa-
rameter in a big data set using two phases hybrid parameter
selection model. This proposed model was focused on handling
high dimensions of data at the first level of parameter selection,
while uncertainty data and inconsistency data will be identi-
fied and eliminated at level two of the hybrid model. Based
on previous experimental works results [4,18], a combination of
correlation feature-based selection (CFS) with best first search
methods have been selected to execute the first level of pa-
rameter selection while at the second level, soft set (SS) and
rough set (RS) parameter selection methods were used together
to identify the uncertainty and inconsistency values in the data
sets. This proposed work aims to provide an alternative approach
to the decision-maker in conducting the decision analysis process
using a cost-effective and time-saving model. This model requires
no high-performance processor or ample memory storage when
extracting, selecting, or analyzing any complex data sets. This
proposed model will be implemented in the data pre-processing
task to generate an optimized data set that will be used in the
decision-making process before the decision is being made. This
proposed model is suitable to be implemented in any decision-
making field, such as classification, clustering, and prediction, as
this model promotes a useful data pre-processing task.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1, we briefly dis-
cussed the current issue related to the proposed work. In Sec-
tion 2, we provided some of the essential works that related to the
proposed model. The methodology of how the proposed model
was conducted is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we proved
the proposed work with an explanation of the data and results
of the experimental works. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the
overall works and highlighted some of significant outcomes from
the research.

2. Related works

Several topics related to the highlighted issue, such as big
data, correlation feature-based selection (CFS), soft set (SS), and
rough set (RS) parameter selection, are discussed in the following
sections.

2.1. Big data

Since the world is facing with big data era, all information
system components related to data such as technology and pro-
cedure were indirectly affected. Big data is characterized as high
volume, high velocity, high variety, high value, and high veracity
of the information that requires efficient and effective data pro-
cessing tools [19,20]. The volume of big data refers to the data size
of terabytes to zettabytes, while velocity means data in motions
where the response rate of data from milliseconds to seconds
when it is in the streaming process. High variety indicates the
data contains many forms such as structured, unstructured, text,
number, or multimedia. Big data with high value means the data
consists of a different range of values such as from free to costly
meanwhile, and data veracity indicates that the big data has very
high uncertainty and inconsistency data. According to IBM, big
data cannot be processed by the traditional relational database.
Big data comes from various kinds of sources such as sensors,
devices, video or audio, transactional applications, web, log files,
and social media. These data are generated in real-time and on
a huge scale (https://www.ibm.com/analytics/hadoop/big-data-
analytics).

Big data had become a phenomenal and challenge to all data
experts, either the database provider, data engineer, data analyst,
or other related community, to come out with solutions on how
to deal with this issue [21–24]. Big data can be categorized into
four phases: (i) data generation, (ii) data acquisition, (iii) data
storage, and (iv) data analysis [19]. Most of the solutions had
been proposed to increase the capability and performance of the
existing software, hardware, approaches, or algorithms in dealing
with big data [25]. Some of the popular technologies related to
big data are cloud computing, Internet of Things (IoT), Hadoop,
NoSQL, and MapReduce. Several architectures such as reasoning,
information extraction, and ontology alignment, several big data
models such as BigTable, Cassandra and MongoDB, and plenty
of methodologies, for instance cloud computing, granular com-
puting, and quantum computing have been proposed to handle
and implements big data sets. Companies from many industries,
especially from financial, marketing, and retail, take advantage
of big data. Big data do provide lots of beneficial information
that might help these companies to produce new products and
services. By using proper analytically methods and tools, profit
and productivity can be increased while the performance can be
improved. According to [25], current research works are focusing
on big data storage and processing big data area. For example, the
researchers were only focusing on three techniques, prediction,
clustering, and classification. Only a few research works that
focused on proposing the enhancement or new big data pre-
processing area. As a conclusion, big data brings a broad issue to
be explored.

2.2. Correlation-based Feature Selection

Correlation-based feature selection (CFS) is a multivariate fea-
ture selection method that was proposed by Hall in 1999. It
is one of the feature selection methods in the filters category.
This method will filter the attribute values based on the cor-
relation heuristic function. CFS ranks and selects the values of
the attributes by looking at the values that lean to the class
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and has a correlation between the other attributes. CFS also
eliminates the uncorrelated values with the class and the rep-
etitious highly correlated attribute values [26,27]. CFS will rank
and selects the values of the optimized attributes by two se-
quence phases, where phase one will calculate the correlation
values between attributes and attributes and between attributes
and class. Meanwhile, phase two will identify the most relevant
attributes by looking at the attribute space using several heuristic
search strategies such as best first search [28]. The formula to
identify the most correlate attribute in the data set is shown in
Eq. (1) [29].

crzc =
f crzi√

f + f (f − 1)crii
(1)

where crzc is the heuristic value of a subset attribute for f number
of attributes, crzi represents the average value of correlations
between the attributes and the class, crii holds the average value
of inter-correlation between attribute pairs. The attribute set,
which has the highest heuristic value, will be selected in the data
reduction process. Then, the result of the reduction process will
be selected as an optimized attribute set and to be used for the
next analysis process.

The main advantage of CFS is that it requires less computa-
tional complexity compared to wrappers and other approaches.
However, the performance of the learning algorithm is
not promising compared to wrappers and other embedded ap-
proaches. Thus, many researchers had taken the initiative to
improvise and to enhance the capability of CFS by integrating
it with other feature selection methods. CFS has been widely
implemented to deal many applications such as to solve issue
of high dimensional data [30], medical [29], security [26] and
bio-computing [28]. Recently, it is reported that CFS assisted
the decision-makers in increasing decision-making performance
by optimizing the capability of the existing decision analysis
methods [30].

2.3. Soft set parameter selection

Soft set (SS) parameter selection is another filtering method
that used mathematical formulation to select the most optimum
attribute values in the data set. SS applies probability to measure
the most optimal attribute sets and to eliminate the fuzzy, un-
certainty, and inconsistency attribute values [31]. The soft set was
initiated by Molodtsov in 1999 and was improvised and enhanced
by many researchers to optimize the capability of soft set in
helping the decision-maker in making good decisions [32]. Some
researchers claimed that the soft set parameter selection method
is better than a rough set parameter selection method in the
process of identifying the most optimal and sub-optimal attribute
values in the decision analysis process. Also, some researchers
have claimed that the probability formulation used by the soft
set parameter selection method much simpler than a rough set
parameter selection method. The soft set parameter selection
method had been implemented in many application areas and
was proven successful [14,33].

The soft set is a mapping set from the parameter to the crisp
subset of the universe. The following definition is the basic notion
of soft set theory initiated by Molodtsov [34]. Other examples and
proportions of soft set theory can refer to [34–36].

Definition 2.1. U is defined as a non-empty initial universe
of objects. Then E is defined as a set of parameters concerning
objects in U . Let P(U) be the power set of U , and A ⊂ E.

A pair (F , A) is called a soft set over U, where F is a mapping
given by F : A → (U). In other words, a soft set over U is a
parameterized family of subsets of the universe U .

The soft set also was suitable to be integrated with other
mathematical theories or models. Several experimental works
had been conducted to validate the capability of the soft set
parameter selection method. However, this method was unsuc-
cessfully identifying the most optimal and sub-optimal attribute
values when dealing with a large volume of data. Soft set (SS)
suffered from the high computational complexity problem and
required a large size of computer memory to execute the analysis
process. Also, a soft set parameter selection usually resulted in
producing the same number of attributes values as the original
number of attributes of the selected data set [18,37,38].

2.4. Rough set parameter selection

Rough set (RS) parameter selection method is another filter-
ing method that implements mathematical formulation. It was
proposed to eliminate the ambiguous data based on the theory
initiated by Pawlak in 1997 [39] using the probability concept. RS
was focused on solving the fuzzy, uncertainty, and inconsistency
problems that found in any kind of data [39]. Lately, researchers
prefer to apply the RS parameter selection method in handling
high dimensional data problems [40,41]. The detailed on Rough
set theory definition and formulation can be referred to in many
research works such as in [39].

The efficiency of RS parameter selection had been proven and
being applied by many application fields to solve the complex
problems [42,43] in health science and finance, in classification
and prediction, or even as an optimization method to other deci-
sion analysis methods. Many researchers have taken initiatives on
RS capability and its beneficence and try to improvise the RS by
extending and integrating the original RS into a new RS concept.
Some of the researchers tend to enhance the RS formulation by
hybridizing the RS with other theories such as [44,45]. Some of
the researchers used it as a supported method for the sake of
improving the limitations faced by the other means. Some of
the researchers improvised the rough set theory by extending
it with new formulations such as the Dominance-based Rough
Set Approach (DRSA) [46], which was proposed to handle ordi-
nal data set and monotonic relationship that has been widely
implemented.

The basic concept of a rough set can be defined as follows:

Definition 2.2. If the universe set U is a non-empty finite set,
and σ is an equivalence relation on U . Then, (U, σ ) is called an
approximation space. If X is a subset of U , X either can be written
or not as a union of the equivalence classes of U . X is definable
if it can be written as the union of some equivalence classes
of U, or else it is not definable. If X is not definable, it can be
approximated into two definable subsets called lower and upper
approximations of X as shown below [47].

app(X) =

⋃
{[x]σ : [x]σ ⊆ X} ,

app(X) =

⋃
{[x]σ : [x]σ ∩ X ̸= Ø} .

A rough set is comprised of (app(X), app(X)). Boundary region
is when the set app(X) - app(X). Therefore, if app(X) = app(X), X
is definable. If app(X) - app(X), then X is an empty set.

For a set of X , app(X) is the greatest definable set contained in
X , whereas app(X) is the least definable set containing X.

3. Methodology

This section explains the whole framework and approach
that were used in constructing the hybrid parameter selection
model. It comprised of five main processes starting with data
pre-processing, data decomposition, feature selection, and result
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generation and data recommendation. The proposed model aims
to solve two main issues: (i) high dimensional data and (ii)
uncertainty and inconsistency data. This model could become a
comprehensive guideline for selecting the most optimal data set
that will be used in the big data analysis and result generation
tasks. Fig. 1 indicates the overall view of the proposed model.

The focused area of the proposed model is at data decompo-
sition and feature selection phases. The model is started with a
data preparation phase. This phase is used to clean, formatting,
normalizing and randomizing data. The data preparation phase is
essential to ensure the data that will go through the data decom-
position and feature selection processes is cleaned and following
the necessary parameterization tools’ format. The cleaning and
formatting processes are depending on the characteristics and
the composition of the selected data itself. Data normalization
and data randomization are executed to prepare the data into a
small range of data values such as from 0–1 and in random order.
The output of the data preparation phase or Phase 1 is a cleaned,
formatted, normalized, and randomized data set.

The second phase of the proposed model is the data decom-
position phase. The purpose of the data decomposition phase is
to decompose the data into several parts of the group. However,
the data will be decomposed only when the size of the data is too
large to be processed by a single processing method. Therefore,
each of the data set needs to go through this phase for the
size identification and data reduction processes. There are two
conditions to be tested, (i) either the data is more than 10,000
and (ii) either the data is less than 10,000. 10,000 representing
the number of instances and also the number of features. This
condition has been tested and applied in previous work [4],
which is inspired by the speculative data decomposition tech-
nique proposed in [48]. For condition 1, if the size of data is more
than 10,000, either instance or attribute, this data needs to go
through the splitting process (SP). The splitting process usually
being implemented in the parallel processing task to increase
the processing speed and to decrease the processing time. The
splitting process will start with the instance splitting process,
then followed by the attribute splitting process.

The process of data decomposition is defined as follows:
Let X be defined as the number of groups and Y as several

data.

X = (Y/10, 000) (2)

If X contains remainder, then

X = X + 1 (3)

where the number of groups will be added to 1.

Example 1. Y = number of rows in the data set, let say, 30,000
rows. X = (30,000/10,000) = 3.3 represents the number of splitting
groups that need to go through the data decomposition phase.

Example 2. Y = number of rows in the data set, let say, 37,000
rows. X = (37,000/10,000) = 3.7 which has remainder. Then, one
(1) will be added to X. X = 4 represents the number of splitting
groups that need to go through the data decomposition phase.

The output of the decomposition process is a group of data
set that consists of instance and attribute less than 10,000 and
will be labeled as SP(1) until SP(n). Based on literature works and
previous experiments, the number of attributes of a data set that
used to test the proposed model was less than the number of
instances in the data set. Normally, the number of attributes is
less than 10,000. Moreover, most of the parameterization tools
and algorithms were unable to process the data set if the size
is more than 10,000, especially when analyzing the data set

using a non-high-performance computer. This task combining an
optimistic and owner compute rule approach to split the data
to 10,000 instances. It is assumed that the relationship between
instances is independent with each other. For condition 2, if
the data contains less than 10,000 instances and features, the
decomposition process does not need to be executed. This data
only needs to go through the attribute reduction process by using
a hybrid reduction method.

The proposed hybrid method is comprising of a correlation-
based feature selection (CFS) method as an attribute evaluator
and best-first search (BFS) as the attribute searching method. This
hybrid method will identify the most important attribute to be set
as the most optimized attribute set (OAS). The OAS then will go
through the attribute reduction process conducted by hybrid CFS
and BFS reduction method. The detailed process of the attribute
reduction is illustrated in Fig. 2. All the outputs from the hybrid
CFS and BFS reduction process for each SP group will be analyzed
first before being integrated for the next process. The analysis
process is done to identify the number of an optimized attribute
for each SP group and to select the highest number of optimized
attributes among the SP groups. If more than one SP group has
the highest optimized attribute, then the first SP group will be
selected. Algorithm 1 presents the process identification of the
best SP or the most optimized attribute set (OAS). Given in the
algorithm, the input data are from the list of output, SP1 until
SPn which are presented by R1 until Rn. As mentioned earlier, SP
contains a set of attributes that resulted from the hybrid attribute
reduction process (CFSBFS). The output of this process is the most
optimized attribute set (OAS).
Algorithm 1: The most optimized attribute set search-
ing algorithm

Input: Optimized reduct sets, R1 until Rn
Output: The most optimal reduct set

1 if Reduct set R has more than one value then
2 Select the highest number of attribute values, HR if

HR does not have the same number with attribute
value AND HR has more than one value then

3 Select the first reduction set, FR of attribute
values

4 else
5 Proceed to the next process

6 else
7 Proceed to the next process

Definition 3.1. Given R1, R2, . . . , Rn ∈ R where R is a collection
of optimal reduct sets generated by CFSBFS attribute reduction
process. Let HR being assigned as the highest number of attribute
values where HR > Rn and n is a number of reducts in R and if
HR ̸= AV , attribute values AND HR > 1 then HR = HR1.

Example 3. Given the R as a collection of optimized reduct sets
R = {7, 6, 5, 4} and HR = 7 where 7 is the highest number of
attribute value.

Example 4. Given the R as a collection of optimized reduct sets
R = {7, 7, 6, 5} and HR has two values where HR1 = 7 and
HR2 = 7. Therefore, select HR = HR1 as the optimized attribute
set.

The output of Phase 2 will be used as an input to Phase 3. In
this phase, the optimized data set will be going through another
parameterization process. This phase focuses on identifying the
uncertainty and inconsistency values in the data set by using
hybrid mathematical methods, which are soft set and rough set
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Fig. 1. The architecture of hybrid model.

parameter reduction methods. These vague values then will be
eliminated to generate the most optimized data set that cleaned
from uncertainty and inconsistency problems. The process of
elimination consists of two phases that start with a soft set
parameter reduction and selection process and then followed by a
rough set parameter reduction and selection process. The hybrid
method that used in Phase 3 is labeled as SSRS, which stands for
soft-set rough set parameter selection (SSRS) method. The reason
for having a double reduction and selection process is because
of the credibility of both approaches in generating the optimized
and sub-optimized data set.

From the previous experiments and literature review, the out-
put of the soft set parameter selection and selection process
unable to produce an optimized data set. This method tends to
select all available attributes from the data set as the output
of the parameterization process and assume all attributes are
important to be analyzed. This issue might cause a problem
when dealing with big data, that possibility has a lot of uncer-
tainty values. Therefore, to overcome the weakness of the soft
set selection process, a rough set parameter selection method
will be implemented as a second selection method. The rough
set parameter selection method also will become an examiner
to validate the output that has been generated by the soft set

parameter selection method. The rough set parameter selection
method will re-analyze the data set to identify the uncertainty
and inconsistency values and generates the most optimized data
set that will be used as an input to the next data analysis process.
The processes of Phase 3 are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 and
defined by Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3.

The most optimized data that is cleaned from uncertainty and
inconsistency value is an output of Phase 3. This output will be an
input to Phase 4, which is result generation. In Phase 4, the data
will go through a detailed analysis, such as classification, predic-
tion, and regression processes. The performance of the proposed
hybrid parameterization model can be evaluated if the obtained
results achieved 100% or nearly to 100% of the accuracy rate.
The results will indicate the capability of the proposed model,
whether it can successfully handle big data, uncertainty, and
inconsistency data sets or not. The whole phases of data analysis
will be ended with Phase 5, defined as a data recommendation
phase that concludes the overall data analysis process by pro-
viding a summary of the data set. The decision-maker will be
recommended whether the data set is suitable to be employed
for data analysis or not. The recommendations are based on the
obtained results in terms of accuracy and preciseness of the
data analysis method in the analysis process. The decision-maker
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Fig. 2. Data decomposition phase.

Fig. 3. Feature selection phase (Soft set parameter selection process).

needs to have excellent data in deciding the best solution for
any kind of problem. The optimized data set will implicitly assist
the analysis method, such as a neural network or support vector
machine to generate a sound decision result.

The following mathematical formulation represents the whole
architecture of the proposed work.

Definition 3.2. Set S is comprised of elements A, B, C,D. It
can be represented as S = A, B, C,D whereas the set S is the
construction of union operation for all elements. All elements
are executed sequentially one after another. The processes are
defined as follows: S = A ∪ B ∪ C ∪ D. S can be used in any data
analysis process and any kind of data set especially for big data
set.

Example 5. Let A represents Phase 1 of the data preparation
task, B represents Phase 2 of the data decomposition phase,

Algorithm 2: Soft set parameter reduction algorithm
1 In tabular representation, let (F , P) represent the soft
set. If Q is the reduction of P , the soft set reduction set
is defined as (F ,Q ) of the soft set (F , P) where P ⊂ E
Input: A soft set (F , E), set P
Output: Optimal decision

2 Input the set P of choice parameters.
3 Find all reducts of (F , P).
4 Select one reduct set (F ,Q ) of (F , P).
5 Find weighted table of soft set (F ,Q ) according to the
decided weights.

6 Find k, for which ck = max ci.
▷ hk is the optimal choice of value for the

selected object. If k has more than one value,
any one of the benefits could be chosen.

▷ ci is the choice of value of an object hi
where ci =

∑
j hi,j and hi,j is the entries in the

table of the reduct soft set.

Fig. 4. Feature selection phase (Rough set parameter selection process).

C represents the feature selection phase, and D represents the
results generation phase. The whole proposed model is defined
as a set S when these processes were sequentially executed one
after another to construct a good data analysis process.

4. Experimental works and results

The aimed of this experimental works is to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed hybrid model, which is a combination
of Phase 2 and Phase 3. The model will be tested whether it
is capable of assisting the decision-making task in producing
the best-optimized attribute set or not. The proposed model is
labeled as BM1, which is a combination of CFSBFS and SSRS pa-
rameterization methods. Several experimental works that tested
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Algorithm 3: Rough set parameter reduction algorithm
Input: An information system S = (U, A, V , f )
▷ U is a finite nonempty set object
▷ A is a finite nonempty set of attributes
▷ V is a nonempty set of values
▷ f is an information function that maps an
object in U to exactly one value in V

Output: Simplified reduct sets
1 Input the information table S.
2 Discretization of data.
3 Forming up the n × n discernibility matrix. The
elements of S table is defined as
d(x, y) = a ∈ A | f (x, a) ̸= f (y, a), d(x, y) is an attribute
set distinguishing x and y. For each attribute a ∈ A, if
d(x, y) = a1, a2, ..., ak ̸= ∅.

4 Formulate the Boolean function a1 ∨ a2... ∨ ak or
discernibility function which represented by

∑
d(x, y)

as indicated: F (A) =
∏

(x,y)∈U×U)
∑

d(x, y).
5 If d(x, y) = ∅, constant 1 will be assigned to the
Boolean function.

6 Execute the attribute reduction process based on the
simplified Boolean function.

7 New optimized reduct sets are generated.

a variety of data sets had been conducted in the classification
process. WEKA, Matlab, and RSES software were used to run the
experimental works. Three classifiers, which are support vector
machines (SVM), neural network backpropagation (NNBP), and
deep learning (DL) algorithms, were applied in the classification
process as these three classifiers were popularly known as a
good classifier in analyzing a variety of feature values. To vali-
date the effectiveness of the hybrid model, another two-hybrid
method, which is correlation-based with a genetic algorithm (CF-
SGA) method labeled as BM2 and correlation-based with a greedy
stepwise (CFSGS) method labeled as BM3 was implemented in
Phase 2.

4.1. Data sets description

Six selected data sets named Arcene, Amazon-commerce-
reviews (Amazon), Poker and human activity recognition (HAR),
national classification of economic activities (CNAE), and Dota
have been used to test the capability of the proposed model.
These data sets had been downloaded from https://zenodo.org/
record/13748 and UCI Machine Learning Repository website http:
//archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php. These data sets were selected
to test the performance of Phase 2 (Data decomposition phase)
and Phase 3 (feature selection phase) in identifying the most
optimal attribute to be used in the decision-making process.
Three data sets, Poker, Har, and Dota, were used to test the data
splitting or decomposition phase; meanwhile, Arcene, Amazon,
and CNAE were used to test the feature selection phase (Phase 3).
The obtained results will be presented by using the performance
measurements such as accuracy rate, precision, recall, F-measure,
and Kappa statistic rates. The characteristics of the data sets are
shown in Table 1.

4.2. Benchmark models

The performance of the proposed parameterization model
which is CFSBFS with SSRS, was validated by using the other
two benchmark models; CFSGA with SSRS and CFSGS with SSRS.
CFS-GA is a combination of the CFS method with a genetic

Table 1
Description of data sets.
Data sets Number of

instances
Number of
attributes

Attribute
Characteristics

Arcene 200 10001 Real
Amazon 1500 10001 Real
Poker 1025009 11 Integer, Real
HAR 10229 562 Real
CNAE 1080 857 Integer
Dota 92650 117 Integer

algorithm meanwhile, CFS-GS is a combination of CFS with the
genetic search. The validation process is conducted to identify
the most performed model among these three constructed pa-
rameterization models. Besides, three well-known classifiers; (i)
support vector machine (SVM), (ii) neural network-back propa-
gation (NNBP), and (iii) deep learning (DL) have been employed
in the data analysis process. As in previous work, a neural net-
work with backpropagation classifier has shown outstanding
performance in data analysis work. Therefore, another two out-
standing classifiers have been chosen to validate the performance
of neural network backpropagation. These three classifiers were
being compared with each other to identify the most outstanding
classifier in analyzing the selected data sets in the classification
process.

4.3. Results

The results are analyzed according to the output generated by
each phase (Phase 2 and Phase 3). Each of the phases will be
evaluated based on the number of optimized attributes or pa-
rameters that had been selected. The performance of the decision
analysis process relies on the number of attributes to make a good
decision. An optimized attribute of a data set might assist the
decision analysis method in returning significant and also a good
accuracy rate.

4.3.1. Results on parameterization process
The data sets have gone through double parameterization

processes. The first parameterization process was conducted in
Phase 2 used to reduce the number of the attribute (column) by
using either CFSBFS, CFSGA, or CFSGS. It was conducted to iden-
tify the correlation between one attribute with other attributes.
The second parameterization process (Phase 3) is conducted to
eliminate the uncertainty and inconsistency of attribute values in
the data set. Table 2 depicted the number of reduced attributes
starting from Phase 2 until Phase 3.

The output of Phase 3 is the number of the best-optimized at-
tribute (BOAS) set from the overall parameterization process. The
BOAS then will be an input to the classification process. The result
of this phase is essential to the next process, whereas it helps to
identify the best attribute set that will be used in the decision
analysis process. Besides, both parameterization processes help to
reduce the processing time and memory space, especially when
using a non-high-performance computer.

As depicted in Table 2, the number of BOAS is reduced from
the larger size to the smaller size for all models (BM1, BM2,
and BM3). It can be seen that after the second parameteriza-
tion process (SSRS), all attributes were being reduced drastically.
It shows that most of the data sets consisted of uncertainty
and inconsistency values. The significant of the parameterization
process can be proved by looking at the classification process.

https://zenodo.org/record/13748
https://zenodo.org/record/13748
https://zenodo.org/record/13748
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php
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Table 2
Results on parameterization process.
Data sets Attributes Decomposed BM1 BM2 BM3

CFSBF SSRS CFSGA SSRS CFSGS SSRS

Arcene 10001 No 76 4 4298 3 74 3
Amazon 10001 No 41 16 3642 9 41 9
Poker 11 Yes 5 5 5 5 5 5
Har 562 Yes 57 9 265 9 57 9
CNAE 857 No 28 28 309 95 28 5
Dota 117 Yes 20 20 53 53 22 22

Table 3
Results on classification process — Accuracy rate (%).
Data sets Without PM BM1 BM2 BM3

SVM NNBP DL SVM NNBP DL SVM NNBP DL SVM NNBP DL

Arcene 50 NA 78.3 56 68.5 64.5 56.5 69.5 72.5 66 63 63.5
Amazon 36 NA 56.7 16.3 27.5 30.7 9.3 7.8 8.9 16.3 27.5 30.7
Poker 55.8 49.6 48.9 59.1 54.3 48.5 59.1 54.3 48.5 59.1 54.3 48.5
Har 94.9 NA 97.3 83.6 71.4 80.4 61.6 60 57 83.6 71.4 80.4
CNAE 0 NA NA 78.15 76.6 82 74.2 72.5 85.8 NA NA NA
Dota 74.4 72.1 NA 58 58.2 56.6 98.1 98.1 0.93 58.4 58.5 56.8

4.3.2. Results on classification process
In order to validate the efficiency of all hybrid models, the best

optimized attribute sets generated from all models were tested
in the classification process. Table 3 presented the accuracy rate
in percentage value. As can be seen, all hybrid models achieved
more than 50% of the classification accuracy rate except for the
Amazon data set. All models unsuccessfully helped the classifiers
to classify the amazon data set where the accuracy rate only
achieved 9.3% to 30.7%. These low results may be caused by the
data set itself which has potential duplicates and improper order
of data set structure due to the large volume of the attribute set.

Surprisingly, both of the proposed model and BM 3 (CFSGS)
had performed quite well in classifying Har data set with SVM
and deep learning classifier. Both models returned 83.6% for SVM
and 80.4% for deep learning but 71.4% for NNBP. As can be seen,
the BM 3 model is failed to help all the classifiers to classify
CNAE data set. The results are represented using NA and this
situation happened when the reduction set generated by BM 3 is
not suitable or applicable to be used in the classification task. The
results also have shown that only BM 2 (CFSGA) is successfully
classified the Dota data set with SVM and NNBP classifiers but not
Deep learning classifier. These results indicated that even though
the number of best-optimized attribute set is similar among the
models, but the value that represents the selected attribute may
influence the data analysis process.

Instead of validating the results of the proposed model with
other benchmark models, an experiment on all original data sets
were also being conducted. The results have shown that most
of the data sets were unable to be classified by the classifiers,
especially by NNBP. The problem of NNBP was having multiple
layers of network that required long processing time and enough
memory to execute the analysis process. However, Har data set
has been successfully classified by SVM and DL classifiers without
applying any parameterization method compared to the other
three models. Table 4 indicated the processing time required
by the classifiers with the proposed model and without any
parameterization model. The difference processing time between
the proposed model and without any parameterization model has
shown that the parameterization process that consists of data
decomposition and parameter selection is required to decrease
the processing time and memory usage. The NA or 0 results
indicated that whether the classifier was unable to execute the
data set or it took a long time to analyze the data set.

Table 4
Processing time in second.
Data sets Without PM Proposed work

SVM NNBP DL SVM NNBP DL

Arcene 0.5 NA 0.03 0 0 0.01
Amazon 16.94 NA 0.4 0.15 0.03 0.1
Poker 1.3 0.02 0.2 2.34 0.01 0.35
Har 22.21 NA 0.39 2.32 0.05 0.37
CNAE NA NA 0.08 0 0.02 0.04
Dota 9.94 0.15 NA 18.87 0.1 0.73

4.4. Discussion on the proposed model

Fig. 5 concludes the average classification performance on all
data sets (a) and for all models (b). Har data set has returned
72.1%, which is the highest accuracy rate among the other data
sets. Meanwhile, the proposed model with deep learning classifier
has performed well among the other models, which returned
60.5%. The average results were obtained and showed that the
classification results were imbalance among all data sets. Thus,
to evaluate the performance of the proposed model, another
evaluation measure has been implemented. We conclude that the
proposed model is significant to be applied as a parameterization
model compared with other bench-marking models. Therefore,
precision, recall, and F-measure were applied to analyze the
possibility that might occur within the data sets. The F-measure
score presents a coherent value between precision and recall. The
score that reaches to 1 indicates the better performance [49].

Table 5 indicate the precision (P), recall (R), and F-measure (F-
M) of the proposed model for each classifier towards all data sets.
The F-measure score indicates two data sets, Amazon and Poker
have low rates among the other four data sets. It shows that the
proposed model was able to help the classifier to classify the large
data sets except for Amazon and Poker data sets when it returned
more than 0.5% score on all data sets for all classifiers. Table 5
also indicates that the proposed model can identify all the related
instances in all selected data sets except for Poker and Amazon
data sets. Moreover, according to the precision value for all data
sets, it shows that the proposed model with a combination of
NNBP and Deep learning was able to identify the actual data
set precisely. Tables 6 and 7 indicate the F-measure score for
other bench-marking models (BM2 and BM3). As denoted at
both tables, both bench-marking models failed to assist all the
classifiers in classifying Amazon and Poker. BM2 also failed with
the Dota data set and BM 3 is failed with the CNAE data set.
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Fig. 5. Average of classification performance on all data sets (a) and for all models (b).

Table 5
Results on precision, recall and F-measure for the proposed model (CFS-BFS).
Data sets SVM NNBP DL

P R F-M P R F-M P R F-M

Arcene 0 0.56 0 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.64 0.64
Amazon 0.18 0.16 0.17 0.02 0.26 0.27 0 0.31 0
Poker 0 0.59 0 0 0.54 0 0 0.48 0
Har 0 0.83 0.83 0.73 0.71 0.68 0.80 0.8 0.8
CNAE 0.80 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.76 0.76 0.84 0.82 0.82
Dota 0.58 0.58 0.57 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.56 0.57 0.56

Table 6
F-measure score for BM2 (CFS-GA).
Data sets SVM NNBP DL

Arcene 0.437 0.7 0.73
Amazon 0.09 0.08 0
Poker 0 0 0
Har 0.61 0.6 0.6
CNAE 0.8 0.7 0.9
Dota 0 0 0

Table 7
F-measure score for BM3 (CFS-GS).
Data sets SVM NNBP DL

Arcene 0.61 0.62 0.64
Amazon 0.17 0.26 0
Poker 0 0 0
Har 0.83 0.68 0.8
CNAE 0 0 0
Dota 0.6 0.6 0.6

4.5. Analysis of used data sets

As discussed in the previous section, Poker and Amazon had
returned bad classification results for all parameterization models
were only reached less than 60% accuracy rate. However, the
accuracy rate obtained for the Poker data set is higher when
compared to other research works such as in [50] and most of
the research works did not report the result because of a low rate
of the classification accuracy [51]. Another evaluation measure
which is called Kappa statistics, has been applied to evaluate
the correlation coefficient of the data sets used. The value that
reaches to 1 shows the strong relationship between the class and
the attribute [52,53]. Tables 8–10 present the Kappa statistic for
all models on each data sets. As discussed previously, only Har
and CNAE data sets have a high correlation between the class
and the attribute. However not for model BM3 (CFS-GS) where
this model was unsuccessfully identifying the most optimized
attribute during the parameterization process which leads to
wrong interpretation of data during the classification process.

Table 8
Kappa statistic score for BM1 (CFS-BFS).
Data sets SVM NNBP DL

Arcene 0 0.35 0.31
Amazon 0.15 0.27 0.29
Poker 0.23 0.12 0.15
Har 0.8 0.65 0.76
CNAE 0.8 0.73 0.8
Dota 0.14 0.15 0.12

Table 9
Kappa statistic score for BM2 (CFS-GA).
Data sets SVM NNBP DL

Arcene 0.02 0.39 0.45
Amazon 0.07 0.06 0.07
Poker 0.23 0.12 0.15
Har 0.54 0.52 0.48
CNAE 0.7 0.7 0.8
Dota 0 0 0

Overall, three conclusions can be made from the conducted
experimental works. Firstly, the number of attributes and in-
stance need to be considered before performing the data analysis
process because it will increase the processing time and burned
the memory used. Secondly, the characteristics and values of the
data set need to be identified earlier because it may result in
a low correlation between class and attribute. Thirdly, choose
the appropriate method suitable for the data that will be used
in the decision-making task because it might generate wrong or
inappropriate results.

4.6. Benchmark on related works

Several existing works that applied the same data sets have
been used to validate the performance of the proposed work.
Table 11 presents the results between the proposed work and
the existing works. Work 1 referred to the work proposed by
Wang et al. that constructed a randomly partitioned and a Princi-
pal Component Analysis (PCA)-partitioned multivariate decision
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Table 10
Kappa statistic score for BM3 (CFS-GS).
Data sets SVM NNBP DL

Arcene 0.26 0.23 0.23
Amazon 0.15 0.27 0.29
Poker 0.23 0.12 0.15
Har 0.8 0.65 0.76
CNAE NA NA NA
Dota 0.16 0.16 0.13

Table 11
Accuracy rate on each work.
Data sets Proposed work Work 1 Work 2 Work 3

Poker 59.1 54.3 55.1 53.9

tree classifiers for large scale data sets [54]. Meanwhile, Work 2
represents the work proposed by García-Gil et al. that combined
principal component analysis (PCA) with Random Discretization
(RD) methods [55] for big data sets. Work 3 referred to the
work proposed by Maillo et al. which extended the capability
of k-Nearest Neighbors with iterative Spark-based architecture
in big data sets [56]. As depicted, the proposed work performed
well compared to the other three related works. According to
the results, it showed that the proposed work was significant
to be implemented in analyzing big data sets. In contrast, the
obtained result was comparable with the other results, especially
with Work 3 that achieves high performance with distributed
architecture computers.

5. Conclusion

The decision-making process for big data sets requires a lot
of effort, starting from the data collection process until the best
results are made. A huge cost is needed to acquire the best
hardware, software, and manpower in dealing with big data.
Many research works had been done by experts from multi-
disciplines and industries to investigate and produce the best
approach or method or tools that can be applied for big data pro-
cessing. Machine learning algorithms and probabilistic theories
are some of the preferred methods to be used as a parame-
terization method. A lot of models and approaches had been
proposed to overcome different data issues. Some of the popu-
larly known tools and methods that are beneficial to big data
processing are Apache Hadoop, Apache Spark, Apache Storm,
Apache Cassandra, MongoDB, R Programming Environment and
Neo4j (https://towardsdatascience.com/8-open-source-big-data-
tools-to-use-in-2018-e35cab47ca1d).

Inspired by these tools and technologies, this paper presents
the analysis of the hybrid parameterization model by constructing
several machine learning algorithms in handling big data. This pa-
per also focused on two prominent data characteristics, which are
volume and variety. To select the best machine learning method
to be applied in the hybrid model, several experimental works
have been conducted. As stated in the results and discussion
section, the performance of the proposed model entirely is better
compared to other bench-marking models. It is proved that the
proposed model can be implemented in handling big data with
uncertain and inconsistent problems. This model also demon-
strated that the large volume of data could be divided into several
groups without affecting the relationship between the class and
the attribute instance. However, the obtained results were quite
low due to imbalance and uncorrelated data sets. Two main
factors have been identified that might cause low performance.
First, the selections of an attribute during the parameterization
process and second, the value or type of the data set itself. Future
works need to be implemented by analyzing a balanced data set
to avoid a high error rate and low classification accuracy rate.
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